Alternator

AL35
SPECIFICATIONS
ITEM

U.S.A.

OUTPUT CAPACITY

METRIC
3500W, 120/240V, 60Hz

INPUT FLOW RANGE

7 - 9 gpm

26 - 34 lpm

INPUT PRESSURE

1000 - 2000 psi

68 - 140 bar

OPTIMUM FLOW

8 gpm

30 lpm

WEIGHT

70 lbs

31.8 kg

LENGTH

19 in

47.9 cm

WIDTH

9 in

22.7 cm

HEIGHT

10 in

25.4 cm

MOTOR TYPE

Hyrevz™ Gear

PORTING

10 SAE O-Ring

CONNECTOR

3/8 in NPT Pipe Fitting

Features and Benefits
Stanley’s hydraulic alternator is the ideal
addition to service vehicles for powering
lights, small power tools, plastic pipe
fusion irons, etc.
Lightweight, Compact Design of the
AL35 (1/3 the weight of comparable gas
or diesel engine driven alternators) makes
this tool easy to handle and convenient
to store.
Built-in Circuit Breaker Protection eliminates the need for fuses. The AL35 features two 15-amp duplex outlets, one

P/N 31757 08/98 1.5M

30-amp twist lock outlet, one 20-amp
duplex outlet and a built-in voltmeter.
Brushless Design of the AL35 reduces
maintenance requirements, providing
better value and increased service life.
Stanley Hyrevz™ gear-type motor
provides reliable, high rpm hydraulic
power to the AL35.

ACCESSORIES
PART NO.

DESCRIPTION

13427

Mounting Frame

WARRANTY

Stanley Hydraulic Tools and their associated parts are warranted against
defects in materials and workmanship
for a period of twelve months from the
date of purchase. Stanley Hydraulic
Tools reserves the right to repair or
replace only those parts which prove to
have been defective at the time of purchase. This warranty becomes void if
maximum flow and pressure ratings
are exceeded.

ORDERING INFORMATION
PART NO.

DESCRIPTION

AL35095

120/240V Alternator

All Stanley Hydraulic Tools, Parts, Accessories and allied equipment are subject to design improvements, specification and price changes at
any time without notice and with no obligation to units already sold. Weights, dimensions and operating specifications listed herein are subject
to change without notice. Where specifications are critical to your application, please consult Stanley Hydraulic Tools.

Call the Stanley Hydraulic Tools dealer nearest you...
Stanley
Hydraulic Tools

3810 SE Naef Road
Milwaukie, OR 97267·5698

Tel 503·659·5660
Fax 503·652·1780

